Case report

Paroxysmal compulsion to handle keys in a computer operator due to meningioma in the left supplementary motor area
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We describe the case of a computer operator who experienced paroxysmal attacks several times in which she felt a compulsion to handle keys with her right hand or actually her right hand moved involuntarily in a key-handling rhythm. Cranial CT and MRI revealed a mass lesion in the left medial aspect of the frontal lobe (supplementary motor area). After the removal of this tumor (meningioma), there were no more paroxysmal attacks. We suggest that voluntary movements controlled by the supplementary motor area were deranged by seizures provoked by the tumor. This case is attractive in relation to obsessive-compulsive disorder.
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1. Introduction

Recent studies have suggested that the supplementary motor area plays a major role in the initiation and control of voluntary movements, especially in complex ones [3, 9, 10, 11]. We describe the case of a computer operator with a meningioma in the left supplementary motor area whose first clinical manifestation was paroxysmal compulsion to handle keys with her right hand. This case is also attractive in relation to obsessive-compulsive disorder.

2. Case report

The patient was a 35-year-old woman who had been working as a computer operator for several years. There was no past medical history. She was right handed and all her relatives were right-handed. One evening, after overworking for several days (operating a computer for more than 10 hours a day), she was writing a report with a pen at her desk. After she put the pen down on the desk, she felt a powerful compulsion to operate a computer with her right hand. Immediately, she held her right hand with her left hand. This compulsion disappeared within two minutes. Similar events occurred three times within six months. One afternoon about a year later, she met a friend and talked with her. When the conversation stopped for a minute, she felt a powerful compulsion to operate a computer with her right hand for a moment, then actually started moving involuntarily in a key-handling rhythm for a few seconds. She held her right hand down immediately with her left hand. Then she intended to explain this phenomenon to her friend, but she could not speak at all. This involuntary right hand movement and speech arrest resolved within a few minutes without any disturbance of consciousness. In the following week, she experienced another similar attack. This time, instead of speech arrest, continuous vocalization of ‘zu, zu, zu, zu, . . .’, occurred for a minute. She visited the Department of Neurology at Tokyo Women’s Medical College.

General physical examination revealed no abnormal findings. Neurological examination revealed no abnormal findings, in cranial nerves, motor system, deep tendon reflexes, sensory system, coordination, standing or gait. No pathological reflexes, including grasp reflex, were elicited. On neuropsychological examination, she was attentive, cooperative and well orien-
tated to time, place and person. There was no aphasia, apraxia nor agnosia. Calculation, right-left discrimination and finger gnosis were intact. Her WAIS score was as follows: verbal IQ = 93, performance IQ = 84, full scale IQ = 88. We asked her to perform bi-manual movements such as cut a piece of paper with scissors, put a letter into an envelope, etc. She could carry out these movements without any clumsiness. She was able to perform Luria’s sequential movements [7] skillfully with both hands. Alien hand signs, diagnostic dyspraxia and compulsive manipulation of tools, were not observed. None of the classic callosal disconnection syndromes such as left unilateral agraphia, tactile anomia nor ideomotor apraxia were detected.

Intercital electroencephalography was normal. Cranial CT and MRI (Fig. 1) showed a mass lesion in the left medial frontal lobe.

Enhanced lesion on MRI (gadolinium-enhanced $T_1$-weighted image, Fig. 1) was restricted in the medial aspect of Brodmann’s area 6, i.e., the supplementary motor area (according to the template of [2]).

Total removal of the tumor was performed. Pathologically, the tumor was meningotheial meningioma with hemangioblastic component. Although she felt slight weakness in the right leg for several days after the operation, she was discharged from our hospital without any residual symptoms. She was treated with sodium valproate and there have been no paroxysmal attacks for two years.

3. Discussion

While the interictal EEG was normal, the paroxysmal compulsion to handle keys in our patient was
probably caused by epilepsy provoked by a mass lesion in the left medial aspect of the frontal lobe. It has been suggested that the EEGs especially interictal EEG of frontal lobe epilepsy have relatively poor sensitivity and specificity and are often normal without any epileptiform abnormalities [5, 8, 13]. The clinical manifestations of our patient in which there were brief episodes of right hand sensory (compulsion to handle keys) and later motor abnormality (actually moved in a key-handling rhythm) contralateral to the lesion, and speech arrest without disturbance of consciousness correspond with the characteristics of seizures caused by supplementary motor area foci [8, 13].

Recent studies have suggested that the supplementary motor area plays a major role in the initiation and control of voluntary movements, especially in complex ones [3, 9, 10, 11]. Fried et al. [3] performed electrical stimulation on the supplementary motor area of 13 patients with intractable epilepsy and found that subjective-sensory responses without overt motor activity were elicited in nine of them. They described three types of subjective-sensory response, the third type being a subjective ‘urge’ to perform a movement or the anticipation that a movement was going to occur. At some stimulated sites where such responses were elicited, stimulation at higher current evoked an overt motor response. These results correspond to those of our patient well, in that at first, she merely felt a compulsion to operate a computer with her right hand, but later, her right hand actually moved in a key-handling rhythm. This suggests that enlargement of the tumor changed the character of the seizure. Why she felt an impulse during paroxysmal attacks, or actually moved in the rhythm of operating a computer is not clear. In the nine patients described by Fried et al. [3] mentioned above, no specific subjective-sensory responses like those in our patient were noted. The supplementary motor area may contribute to the establishment of new motor programs and probably controls the execution of established subroutines according to external and internal inputs [9]. In the present patient, the complex movement of typewriting can be recognized as an established subroutine by overtraining. We suggest that the seizure evoked from the left medial frontal meningeoma disrupted the above mentioned control system and provoked the established subroutine, i.e., operating a computer.

The symptoms of compulsive urge to operate a computer with inner resistance of our case are also attractive in association with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). OCD is a relatively frequent anxiety disorder characterized by the presence of intrusive and senseless ideas, thoughts, urges, and images (obsessions), as well as by repetitive cognitive and physical activities that are performed in a ritualistic way (compulsions) [1, 4]. Current studies indicate that structure damage to the circuits involving the orbitofrontal gyrus, caudate nucleus, and anterior cingulate cortex is implicated in the pathogenesis of both idiopathic OCD and OCD with focal brain lesions, and OCD may occur in association with complex partial seizures originating in the temporal and frontal cortices or in the anterior cingulate gyrus [1, 6, 12], agreeing with our case. Ward [12] reported three cases with frontal lesions which showed transient feelings of compulsion, probably caused by epilepsy. They are similar to our case, but they experienced feelings of compulsion without actual movement. Ward speculated that planning of voluntary movement mediated by frontal lobe was disordered by epilepsy, but the mechanism for judging overall coherence of behaviour must have been intact, so internal resistance was maintained and action inhibited.
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